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Abstract

Objective: Caregiving for hematopoietic stem cell transplant (HSCT) patients is

associated with significant physical and psychological sequelae. While psychosocial

interventions may reduce caregiver burden, knowledge regarding which caregivers

may benefit the most from such interventions is limited. The purpose of this sec-

ondary analysis was to examine whether HSCT caregivers' peritransplant sleep

moderated the effect of a psychosocial intervention on depression and anxiety

posttransplant.

Methods: Participants included 135 caregivers (mean age = 54.23) who participated

in randomized controlled trial and were assigned to receive either 8 weeks of

Psychoeducation, Paced Respiration, and Relaxation (PEPRR) or treatment as usual

(TAU). Sleep, depression, and anxiety were assessed using the Pittsburg Sleep

Quality Index, the Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale, and the

State‐Trait Anxiety Inventory, respectively. Caregiver symptoms were assessed at

baseline (e.g., peritransplant period) and 6‐month posttransplant.

Results: Baseline sleep quality (∆R2 = 0.04, p = 0.002), sleep efficiency (∆R2 = 0.03,

p = 0.02), and sleep onset latency (∆R2 = 0.07, p < 0.001) independently moderated

the effect of group assignment on depression outcomes at the 6‐month follow‐up.
Specifically, caregivers with poor sleep at baseline who received PEPRR reported

significantly lower depression scores at follow‐up compared to caregivers with poor
sleep who received TAU. By contrast, only sleep quality (∆R2 = 0.02, p = 0.01) and

sleep onset latency (∆R2 = 0.02, p = 0.005) moderated the effect of the group

assignment on anxiety.

Conclusions: Psychosocial interventions for HSCT caregivers may buffer against

psychological morbidity, particularly among caregivers with poor sleep quality.
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Hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT) is an intensive

medical procedure designed to treat hematological malignancies, as

well as nonmalignant diseases sensitive to immune modulation. The

procedure consists of replacing damaged or destroyed cells with

either autologous (self‐donor) or allogeneic (alternative donor) stem

cells. Both treatments are arduous, with allogeneic patients hospi-

talized for nearly a month while autologous patients require less than

2 weeks of hospitalization following the procedure.1 While the

treatment is associated with extended life expectancy overall,

adverse side effects are common and include infection, organ‐specific
complications, graft versus host disease, and secondary cancers,

resulting in decreased quality of life.2

1 | HSCT CAREGIVERS

Family caregivers are increasingly expected by healthcare programs

to play a significant role in the recovery of HSCT patients.3 HSCT

caregivers, in particular, are closely involved in this process since

they are expected to provide emotional support, administer medi-

cations, monitor vital signs, and coordinate patients' medical ap-

pointments for many months following hospital discharge. This

crucial support of the patient is frequently not without consequence

as HSCT caregivers experience higher rates of depression, anxiety,

and sleep disorders, as well as lower quality of life relative to the

general population.4,5 In fact, depression and anxiety symptoms

among HSCT caregivers are comparable to that of their patients.6,7

Yet, despite experiencing similar levels of adverse mental health

consequences, HSCT caregivers are less likely than their care

recipients to receive mental health treatment.6

2 | PSYCHOSOCIAL INTERVENTIONS FOR HSCT
CAREGIVERS

A small, but growing, number of psychosocial interventions have

focused on improving HSCT caregiver well‐being. Treatments have

commonly consisted of psychoeducation, coping skills training, and

health behavior promotion, with the authors of a recent systematic

review of psychosocial interventions for HSCT caregivers finding

partial support for improvements in caregiver depression, anxiety,

coping, and quality of life.8 Yet, the availability of these interventions

remain limited.9 In light of these outcomes and the limited availability

of such support programs, additional research is needed to identify

which caregivers are the most likely to benefit from these psycho-

social interventions.

3 | PREVALENCE AND CONSEQUENCES OF SLEEP
DISTURBANCE AMONG HSCT CAREGIVERS

Given the prevalence and adverse mental health consequences

associated with poor sleep among caregivers, further examination of

sleep in HSCT caregivers may be beneficial.10,11 Over two thirds of

HSCT caregivers report poor sleep quality pretransplant.10 This is

likely due to caregiving duties and major life disruption leading up to

transplant. There is also some suggestion that caregivers' sleep re-

lates to important clinical outcomes in the patients for whom they

care,12 as well as indications that alteration of sleep in HSCT care-

givers can influence mood, affect, and physiologic functioning.13

Sleep concerns in HSCT caregivers are frequently left untreated with

less than 3% receiving medication for sleep in one study.14 Moreover,

consistent with the refractory nature of insomnia, sleep disturbance

among HSCT caregivers appears to persist years after the transplant,

with caregivers reporting a rate of sleep disorders more than four

times that of the general population.5

Among the general population, sleep disturbance is a well‐known
prospective risk factor for both depression and anxiety.15,16 These

associations extend to non‐HSCT cancer caregivers as well.17 For

example, researchers of one study found that sleep quality, sleep

efficiency, and daytime dysfunction accounted for nearly two thirds

of cancer caregivers' depression scores.18 Thus, caregivers with

greater sleep disturbance may be at a higher risk for experiencing

adverse mental health outcomes and may therefore be more likely to

benefit from psychosocial interventions designed to mitigate care-

giver stress.

4 | PRESENT STUDY

The aim of the present study was to examine whether HSCT care-

givers with varying levels of sleep disturbance during the peritrans-

plant period would differ in regards to the effect of a psychosocial

intervention on depression and anxiety. In order to examine this aim,

data from a randomized control trial in which HSCT caregivers

received either a brief psychosocial intervention or treatment as

usual (TAU) were analyzed.19 While researchers from the parent

study found that caregivers receiving the psychosocial intervention

reported reduced caregiver distress, knowledge regarding which

caregivers benefited the most such treatment remains unknown.

Given the high prevalence of sleep disturbance among HSCT care-

givers and its association with adverse mental health outcomes, it

was hypothesized that caregivers with greater sleep disturbance at

baseline (i.e., during the peritransplant period) who received the

psychosocial intervention would report greater improvements in

depression and anxiety at 6‐month posttransplant relative to

caregivers with better sleep.

5 | METHODS

5.1 | Participants

Data for the present secondary data analysis were obtained as part

of a larger randomized control trial examining the effect of a psy-

chosocial intervention on HSCT caregiver burden and quality of life
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of Allo‐HSCT patients.19 The primary outcomes of the parent study

were patients' quality of life and caregivers' distress. In total, 159

patients and their caregivers were recruited between March 2014

and November 2016 during pretransplant screening at either a

community‐transplant program or a university‐based cancer center.

Although a sample size of 224 dyads was sought based on a prior

psychosocial intervention among this patient population,20 the

recruitment goal was not met within the time allotted by the funding

agency.

Eligibility criteria for the parent study included both the patient

and the caregiver agreeing to participate in the study, being 18 years

or older, speaking and reading English, and having telephone access.

In addition, caregivers needed to be willing to use a smartphone and

participate in intervention sessions if randomized to the intervention

group. To qualify as a caregiver, individuals had to identify as being

the primary person responsible for the patient posttransplant,

operationalized as being emotionally invested in the patient and

responsible for major decisions involving the patient's care by

self‐report. Participants were screened and enrolled by site psycho‐
oncologists.

5.2 | Procedures

The design of the parent study is briefly summarized below and

described in depth elsewhere.19 A permuted block design was used

by the project statistician to randomize participants to either the

treatment condition entitled Psychoeducation, Paced Respiration,

and Relaxation (PEPRR) or TAU. Group assignments were placed in a

sealed envelope by the project manager and assigned only after

completion of baseline questionnaires (i.e., peritransplant) with

additional follow‐up assessments of participants' health and well‐
being completed 1.5‐, 3‐, and 6‐month posttransplant. All study

team members, aside from site supervisors and interventions,

remained blinded to group assignment until the end of the study. The

parent study was approved by the Colorado Multi‐Institutional
Review Board (IRB approval no. 13‐2639) and registered at

ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT02037568). All participants provided

informed consent. A consort diagram for the parent study and this

secondary analysis is presented in Figure 1.

Caregivers assigned to PEPRR received eight semi‐structured
one‐on‐one sessions with a master's level social worker. Sessions

were available to caregivers during the first 100 days posttransplant

with participants receiving the first session an average of 2 weeks

posttransplant. The first four sessions occurred on a weekly basis

while the remaining sessions occurred biweekly.

Each PEPRR session lasted 60–75 min and consisted of the

following modules: (1) introduction to the program, instructions for

using a biofeedback device, and overview of stress consequences, (2)

psychoeducation about stress and the mind–body connection, (3)

exploring the relationship between thoughts, emotions, and stress,

(4) effective coping strategies for stress, (5) maintaining key health

behaviors, (6) managing uncertainty and lack of control, (7) improving

communication and navigating changing roles, and (8) using social

support effectively. Session 5 briefly reviewed sleep hygiene and the

importance of physical activity. Participants assigned to TAU

received sections of the workbook associated with PEPRR via email.

These sections were provided on a weekly basis for the first month

and then a biweekly basis during the last 2 months. TAU received

weekly phone calls to ensure the workbook sections were received

and as a contact control.

5.3 | Measures

Demographic characteristics. Participants self‐reported demographic

information including age, sex, race, ethnicity, and relationship to

their care recipient. Information pertaining to the patients' medical

condition was extracted from their medical charts.

Sleep. Self‐reported sleep quality was assessed using the Pitts-

burgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI).21 The PSQI captures sleep quality

in the past month across seven domains: subjective sleep quality,

sleep latency, sleep duration, habitual sleep efficiency, sleep distur-

bances, use of sleep medication, and daytime dysfunction. This

well‐validated and commonly used measure of sleep consists of 19

items. Total scores range from 0 to 21, with scores equal to or

greater than 5 indicative of poor sleep quality.21 The PSQI has been

widely used among caregivers,22 and has a sensitivity and specificity

of 89.6% and 86.5%, respectively.21 Cronbach's α for the PSQI at

baseline was acceptable (0.71).

Depression. Depression was assessed via the Center for Epide-

miologic Studies Depression Scale (CES‐D).23 This scale consists of 20
items and ranges from 0 to 60 with higher scores indicating greater

depressive symptomology. Scores of 16 or higher are suggestive of

clinical depression.23 The CES‐D has a diagnostic sensitivity of 87%

and a specificity of 70%.24 As previously reported,19 Cronbach's α
was good (0.81) across assessments.

Anxiety. Anxiety was assessed using the State‐Trait Anxiety In-

ventory (STAI).25 The state version of the STAI used within this study

(i.e., STAI‐S), is comprised of 40 items which are rated on a 4‐point
Likert scale from 1 (Not at all) to 4 (Very Much So). Total scores

range from 20 to 80 with higher scores representing greater anxiety.

Cronbach's α was excellent (0.95) across assessments.

5.4 | Data analyses

Data analyses were conducted using SPSS v26 and hypothesized

moderation models were conducted using PROCESS Macro v3.5.26

Only caregivers who completed the PSQI at baseline were included in

the present study. Missing data at follow‐up were handled using

expectation maximization (EM).27 As one of the maximum likelihood

approaches, EM uses observed data to calculate estimate parame-

ters, which are then used to predict missing data.

Eight moderation analyses using generalized linear modeling

with ordinary least squares regression were conducted using Model 1
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in PROCESS Macro. For all models, treatment condition (i.e., PEPRR

or TAU) was entered as the independent variable with age and

baseline depression or anxiety scores included as covariates. Age was

included as an a priori covariate due to its known relationships with

both depression and sleep.20,28 Depression and anxiety, as measured

by the CES‐D and STAI‐S 6‐month posttransplant, were entered as

the respective outcome variables for each of four models. This time

point was chosen given the limited knowledge surrounding long‐term
mental health outcomes among HSCT caregivers. Moderation effect

sizes were reported via the change in R2 which represents the

increase in variance explained by the model with the inclusion of the

product term (i.e., IV X moderator interaction) compared to the

model without the product term.26

Four sleep components from participants' peritransplant baseline

assessment using the PSQI were selected as the moderator variables.

These components included overall sleep quality (PSQI total score),

self‐reported sleep duration (expressed in hours), sleep efficiency (a

commonly used clinical metric calculated by dividing total time spent

sleeping over total time in bed), and sleep onset latency (expressed in

minutes). Each sleep component was entered as the sole moderator

F I GUR E 1 CONSORT diagram
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in two models, one assessing depression and another assessing

anxiety. Significant moderation effects were further evaluated using

the Johnson‐Neyman (J‐N) technique which determines the point at

which a continuous moderator variable significantly affects the

relationship between an independent variable and dependent

variable.26

6 | RESULTS

6.1 | Participant characteristics

The final analytic sample consisted of 135 caregivers. This total

sample size was slightly reduced compared to the parent study

that did not originally target sleep as a secondary outcome.19 The

PSQI as a secondary outcome was added a few months after

study recruitment began and thus some participants did not pro-

vide a peritransplant assessment (baseline). Participants were

predominately White (90.77%) middle‐aged (mean [M] = 52.23,

standard deviation [SD] = 13.74) females (77.03%). Mean scores

on the modified CES‐D at baseline were above the clinical cut‐off
of 16 (M = 20.28, SD = 6.70), suggestive of risk for clinically

significant depressive symptoms. Similarly, participants' average

score on the PSQI was above the recommend cut‐off score of 5

(M = 7.88, SD = 3.92), indicative of poor overall sleep quality.

Little's MCAR test was nonsignificant, χ2 = 40.42, df = 53,

p = 0.90, indicating that missing data at follow‐up were suitable

for EM. Complete participant characteristics are presented in

Table 1.

6.2 | Sleep quality and mental health symptoms

Caregiver baseline sleep quality significantly moderated the rela-

tionship between group assignment and depression at the 6‐month
follow‐up (∆R2 = 0.04, b = −0.63, SE = .20, p = 0.002). Based on

J‐N results, group assignment significantly affected depression for

participants with PSQI scores above 7.66 (51.85% of the total

sample). Baseline sleep quality also moderated the effect of anxiety

at follow‐up (∆R2 = 0.02, b = −0.88, SE = 0.32, p = 0.01), with J‐N
results indicating that group assignment significantly affected anxi-

ety for participants with PSQI scores above 8.38 (45.92% of the total

sample).

6.3 | Sleep duration and mental health symptoms

In contrast to sleep quality, sleep duration at baseline failed to

moderate the relationship between group assignment and depression

at 6‐month follow‐up (∆R2 = 0.01, b = 0.80, SE = 0.46, p = 0.21).

Similarly, sleep duration did not moderate the relationship between

group assignment and anxiety (∆R2 < .01, b = 0.18, SE = 1.01,

p = 0.86).

6.4 | Sleep efficiency and mental health symptoms

Sleep efficiency at baseline moderated the relationship between

group assignment and depression at the 6‐month follow‐up
(∆R2 = 0.03, b = 0.16, SE = 0.07, p = 0.02). Specifically, according

to J‐N results, the effect of group assignment on depression was

significant for participants with a sleep efficiency below 84.06

(47.37% of the total sample). By contrast, sleep efficiency failed to

moderate the effect of group assignment on anxiety (∆R2 = 0.01,

b = 0.13, SE = 0.11, p = 0.22).

6.5 | Sleep onset latency and mental symptoms

Finally, sleep onset latency at baseline also moderated the relation-

ship between group assignment and depression at 6‐month follow‐up
(∆R2 = 0.07, b = −0.13, SE = 0.02, p < 0.001). Based on J‐N results,

the effect of group assignment on caregiver depression was signifi-

cant for participants with a sleep onset latency greater than

23.15 min (38.35% of the total sample). Sleep onset latency also

moderated the relationship between group assignment and anxiety at

follow‐up (∆R2 = 0.02, b = −0.16, SE = 0.06, p = 0.005). The effect of

group assignment on anxiety was significant for participants with a

sleep onset latency above 26.27 min (38.34% of the total sample).

Please see Figure 2 for a graphical depiction of the moderating

effects of baseline sleep on depression and anxiety at follow‐up. The
complete moderating effects are presented in Table 2.

7 | DISCUSSION

The purpose of the present study was to examine whether HSCT

caregivers' peritransplant sleep moderated the effect of a psycho-

social intervention on caregiver depression and anxiety at follow‐up.
Consistent with our hypotheses, caregivers' sleep quality, sleep

efficiency, and sleep onset latency at baseline each independently

moderated the effect of the psychosocial intervention on caregivers'

depressive symptoms 6 months later. Specifically, caregivers with

poor sleep at baseline who received the psychosocial intervention

reported significantly lower depressive symptoms posttransplant

compared to caregivers with poor sleep at baseline who received

TAU. Receiving PEPRR appeared to buffer the impact of sleep

disturbance at baseline on depressive's symptoms at follow‐up.
Contrary to our hypotheses, sleep duration did not moderate the

effect of the intervention on depressive symptoms. Finally, only sleep

quality and sleep onset latency moderated the effect of the inter-

vention on caregivers' anxiety.

The present findings align with existing literature in which

researchers found that sleep disturbance often acts as a prodromal

symptom of depression.29 This phenomenon may be the result of

the shared biological underpinnings of both sleep disturbance and

depression.30 Behaviorally, Spielman's 3P model of insomnia de-

scribes how predisposing, precipitating, and perpetuating factors
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converge to bring about and maintain sleep disturbance.31 This

model may provide a framework for understanding the moderating

effect of sleep on depression outcomes. Although precipitating

factors, such as the psychological distress stemming from care-

giving leading into HSCT, may initially contribute to the onset of

sleep disturbance, sleep disturbance is believed to be maintained

by perpetuating factors (e.g., inconsistent schedules, daytime nap-

ping, spending excessive time in bed). The present intervention

touched on practicing sleep hygiene and the importance of

monitoring sleep, which may have driven some of the observed

intervention or moderation effects. Receiving psychosocial support,

as in the intervention presented herein, shortly following trans-

plant may limit the incidence of perpetuating factors which

contribute to sleep disturbance and its depression‐related conse-

quences. Future studies may benefit from measuring both out-

comes over time.

Our finding that sleep duration did not moderate the treatment

effect of depression, thus, the quality rather than the duration of

sleep may be a more important prodromal indicator of depression.

This coincides with a previous study in which researchers found that,

relative to sleep quality, sleep duration may be a less robust predictor

of depression onset.32 One possible explanation for this findings may

TAB L E 1 Participant descriptive characteristics at baseline

Total (n = 135) TAU (n = 68) PEPRR (n = 67)

Age 54.23 (13.74) 54.70 (12.37) 53.75 (15.08)

Sex, number (%)

Female 104 (77.03) 54 (79.41) 50 (74.63)

Male 31 (22.96) 14 (20.59) 17 (25.37)

Ethnicity

Hispanic/Latino 12 (9.37) 7 (10.77) 5 (7.93)

Non‐Hispanic/Latino 116 (90.62) 58 (89.23) 58 (92.06)

Race

White 118 (90.77) 62 (91.12) 56 (90.32)

Black 2 (1.54) 00 (0.00) 2 (3.22)

Other 10 (7.69) 6 (8.82) 4 (6.45)

Relationship to care recipient, number (%)

Spouse/civil partner 90 (66.66) 49 (72.05) 41 (61.12)

Parent 19 (14.07) 10 (14.70) 9 (13.43)

Sibling 10 (7.41) 3 (4.41) 7 (10.45)

Other 16 (11.86) 6 (8.82) 10 (14.92)

Care recipient diagnosis, number (%)

Leukemia 81 (60.00) 41 (60.29) 40 (59.70)

Lymphoma 18 (13.33) 11 (16.18) 7 (10.45)

MDS/MPS 31 (22.96) 14 (20.59) 17 (25.37)

Other 5 (3.70) 2 (2.94) 3 (4.48)

Mental health symptoms

CES‐D total score 20.28 (6.70) 19.88 (6.87) 20.69 (6.56)

STAI‐S total score 40.59 (12.96) 39.22 (11.49) 42.00 (14.27)

Sleep

PSQI total score 7.99 (3.92) 8.20 (4.18) 7.78 (3.67)

Sleep duration 6.66 (1.29) 6.62 (1.30) 6.71 (1.30)

Sleep efficiency 82.56 (12.28) 82.33 (12.98) 82.79 (11.64)

Sleep onset latency 25.64 (22.07) 26.20 (23.66) 25.09 (20.55)

Abbreviations: CES‐D, Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale; PEPRR, Psychoeducation, Paced Respiration, and Relaxation; PSQI,

Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index; STAI, State‐Trait Anxiety Inventory; TAU, treatment as usual.
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be that depressed individuals often experience short (e.g., ≤6 h per

night) or long sleep durations (e.g., ≥9 h per night).

Several reasons might explain why only some aspects of care-

giver's peritransplant sleep moderated the effect of the intervention

on anxiety outcomes. First, in contrast with a prior iteration of

PEPRR which had the strongest effect size (ES = 0.66) for anxiety

outcomes,20 the effect size for anxiety in the parent study was

smaller (ES = 0.44), thus making it harder to detect a moderating

effect of sleep if one was present. This issue may have been further

exacerbated by the fact that caregivers' average level of anxiety at

baseline was only marginally above what is typically considered

clinically significant (score above 40),33 with 54.81% of the sample

scoring below the standard cut‐off. By contrast, 78.50% of the

sample scored above the clinical cutoff for depression at baseline. In

addition, much of the caregiving experience in preparing for HSCT

involves significant anticipation and anxiety—often future‐oriented
mental states34—which may subside naturally over the course of

patients' transplant.35 Depression, conversely, may be more

amenable to intervention, potentially explaining the lack of an

interaction for anxiety and group assignment.

7.1 | Clinical implications

Based on the results of the present study, additional screening of

HSCT caregivers' sleep may be warranted. Sleep disturbance is

known to be refractory, as evidenced by the high rates of sleep

disorders reported by HSCT caregivers years after transplant.5 Thus,

despite inherent challenges in screening for caregiver distress while

also focusing on the patient's well‐being, early screening of sleep

disturbance among HSCT caregivers could be clinically useful in

identifying those most likely to benefit from psychosocial treatment.

If insomnia is the presenting disorder, HSCT caregivers may also

benefit from behavioral sleep interventions. Cognitive behavior for

insomnia (CBT‐I) is considered the first‐line of treatment for

insomnia and is associated with improvements in sleep and depres-

sion among both caregivers and noncaregivers,36,37 yet only one

CBT‐I study was designed specifically for cancer caregivers .36 While

access to mental health treatment for HSCT caregivers may be

limited, behavioral treatments for insomnia have been shown to be

effective when delivered by nonspecialists.38

7.2 | Study limitations

Several limitations of the present study are noteworthy. First, the

study consisted of a predominately White sample. Racial and ethnic

differences in the amount of time spent providing care, as well as in the

mental health consequences associated care have been noted.39 Thus,

future research should address whether the current findings gener-

alize to HSCT caregivers from racial and ethnic minority backgrounds.

Second, caregiver sleep was limited to a single self‐report measure of
sleep quality making it susceptible to recall bias. Furthermore, the

presence of other sleep disorders, such as sleep apnea, that contribute

F I GUR E 2 Caregiver depression as a function of baseline PSQI scores (A), sleep efficiency (B), and sleep onset latency (C). Caregiver
anxiety as a function of baseline PSQI score (D) and sleep onset latency (E). Lower PSQI total scores indicate better sleep quality. PEPRR,

Psychoeducation, Paced Respiration, and Relaxation; PSQI, Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index; TAU, treatment as usual
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to poorer quality sleepwas not assessed. Researchers may also benefit

from including objective or microlongitudinal measures of sleep in

order to have a more nuanced understanding of the associations

between sleep and mental health in this unique caregiving population.

Finally, the relatively small sample sizemight have limited our ability to

detect a moderating effect if one was present.40

8 | CONCLUSION

Overall, the present study contributes to the extant literature by

suggesting that psychosocial interventions for HSCT caregivers may

buffer the role of poor sleep in depression, and to a lesser extent

anxiety, following transplant. Early identification of sleep disturbance

among HSCT caregivers appears warranted given its association with

depression in the months following transplant. Future HSCT

caregiver interventions may also benefit from addressing whether

targeting caregivers' insomnia symptoms confers additional mental

health benefits.
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TAB L E 2 Moderation results for baseline sleep on 6‐month depressive and anxiety outcomes

Depression Anxiety

b SE p Value b SE p Value

Age 0.01 0.03 0.77 Age −0.03 0.05 0.44

Group assignment 3.24 1.79 0.07 Group assignment 4.88 2.8 0.08

Baseline sleep quality 0.67 0.14 <0.001 Baseline sleep quality 0.97 0.21 <0.001

Baseline CES‐D 0.39 0.07 <0.001 Baseline STATI 0.59 0.05 <0.001

Group X sleep quality −0.63 0.20 0.002 Group X sleep quality −0.88 0.32 0.01

Total R2 = 0.42 Total R2 = 0.61

b SE p Value b SE p Value

Age 0.01 0.03 0.80 Age −0.03 0.05 0.48

Group assignment −7.12 4.31 0.10 Group assignment −3.58 6.84 0.60

Baseline sleep duration −1.19 0.46 0.01 Baseline sleep duration −1.15 0.72 0.11

Baseline CES‐D 0.42 0.07 <0.001 Baseline STAI 0.62 0.05 <0.001

Group X sleep duration 0.80 0.46 0.21 Group X sleep duration 0.18 1.01 0.86

Total R2 = 0.34 Total R2 = 0.57

b SE p Value b SE p Value

Age 0.002 0.03 0.94 Age −0.04 0.05 0.45

Group assignment −15.09 5.55 0.01 Group assignment −13.22 8.92 0.14

Baseline sleep efficiency −0.15 0.05 0.001 Baseline sleep efficiency −0.14 0.07 0.06

Baseline CES‐D 0.41 0.67 <0.001 Baseline STAI 0.62 0.05 <0.001

Group X sleep efficiency 0.16 0.07 0.02 Group X sleep efficiency 0.13 0.11 0.22

Total R2 = 0.35 Total R2 = 0.57

b SE p Value b SE p Value

Age 0.003 0.03 0.93 Age −0.04 0.05 0.37

Group assignment 1.56 1.19 0.19 Group assignment 1.82 1.92 0.35

Baseline sleep onset latency 0.12 0.02 <0.001 Baseline sleep onset latency 0.15 0.04 <0.001

Baseline CES‐D 0.44 0.06 <0.001 Baseline STAI 0.62 0.05 <0.001

Group X sleep onset latency −0.13 0.02 <0.001 Group X sleep onset latency −0.16 0.06 0.005

Total R2 = 0.41 Total R2 = 0.61

Abbreviations: b, beta weight coefficient; CES‐D, Center for Epidemiologic Studies of Depression Scale; STAI, State‐Trait Anxiety Inventory; SE, standard
error.
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